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Introduction
My name is Jenica de Leon and I am currently a Junior at DePaul University
majoring in Interactive and Social Media, and minoring in Information Technology.
My skills focus in UX design/research, prototyping, and web development. I have
knowledge in coding HTML5, CSS, PHP, and JavaScript. I also know graphic design
and I believe designs should be aesthetically pleasing for a user to interact with.
My purpose in presenting this portfolio piece is to showcase my work in the class,
ISM 320 – Advanced Principles of Interactivity, and to tell you a synopsis of the
process and what I learned in the selected pieces I’m about to show you. Enjoy!

P1: Information Application Pattern
In Project #1, I analyzed Popsugar - a lifestyle media website where readers
can explore and learn fun topics in entertainment, fashion, beauty, fitness,
food, parenting and more.
Problem: Consistency lacks in the way articles are presented when a user
enters something specific in the search bar, and there is no option for
filtering search results once the system does the search.
Goals: To improve efficiency and make it easier for users to find specific
content by adding a filter option, and to increase user satisfaction with
consistency by organizing article lists in chronological order and aligning
them accordingly.
Solution: Provide a clean page where there is a search bar so users can type
in what they want and search. A filter option will be added with dropdown
menus underneath so a user may type in a keyword, hit enter and choose to
filter the results.
Deconstruction

Existing

Redesign

The design principles – alignment, legibility, consistency, highlighting, and the five hat racks – were applied in my
redesign. The redesign improved alignment and consistency regarding article items and contents of search results. The
filter option has menu items that are organized by category, time, and alphabetically. Highlighting the article title by
increasing the font size also works so the page has improved legibility. The filter option increased search efficiency so
users can browse and filter articles to find specific content, thus saving time and effort.

P2: Process Application Pattern
In Project #2, I analyzed Bath & Body Works - a website where users
can shop for hundreds of fragrances, bath supplies, body care products,
gifts and more.
Problem: When users enter their information in the checkout process, the
system lacks feedback and fails to check for information validity. The system
does not validate the information that the user enters inside the required
fields.
Goals: To help users avoid slips and mistakes by providing clear feedback on
top of the page, and to increase user satisfaction and improve efficiency
and effectiveness by preventing errors.
Solution: Improve the checkout process by validating the information the
user enters into the system and providing clear feedback to let users know
what errors they made.

Deconstruction

Existing

Redesign

The design principles – visibility, progressive disclosure, forgiveness, constraint, and errors – were applied in my
redesign. The redesign improved the checkout process by having error prevention and information validation so
therefore, users can trust that they are putting in private information into a secured website. The system also gives
visible error messages and feedback for when the users make a mistake so it is clear what they did and what is
needed. It clearly tells the user which fields they missed and it checks the validity of information that’s been entered.

P3: Creation Application Pattern
In Project #3, I analyzed PhotoBox - a website where you can create personalized
gifts and products such as photo mugs, books, cases, canvas, prints and more.
Problem: The workspace and tools need more organization; the buttons and
workspace of the editor need improvement. There are issues with alignment, the
aesthetic design, and some user control.
Goals: To improve efficiency by having less performance load when a user interacts
with the editor, to aim for recognition over recall of the contextual tools by grouping
them and making the features visible and consistent in one section, and to improve
the learnability of the editor by applying iconic representation and labels to
navigation bars/tools and available buttons.
Solution: Make it easier for users to complete their goal by having organized and
aligned contextual tools and buttons that users can easily access. Editing tools will be
made discoverable for users to interact with.
Process Diagram:
Product Editing
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Redesign

The design principles – aesthetic-usability effect, alignment, consistency, control, flexibility, iconic representation, and
recognition over recall – were applied in my redesign. The redesign improved the overall layout of the editor screen so
therefore users will be more efficient in completing their task. Users can quickly edit the product without missing any
steps, and they also have exposure to the visible tools and features the editor offers. The tools are better categorized for
easier navigation and buttons are more detailed allowing users to comprehend them easier.

Reflection
• I learned a ton about design principles of interactivity in this class, ISM 320. I learned to better analyze a
system’s usability, identify problems and redesign it for the better. Now I can add to my list of skills that I can
actively look for these principles and tell how they may affect the user experience. I got a better
understanding that I must know the user’s goals and needs in order to make and implement good design.
• I learned to be more resourceful and utilize design patterns that work well with the product I design by
doing my own research on design patterns and watching Axure tutorials. This class helped me develop my
prototyping skills in Axure, even though I still continue to learn the interactive functions that Axure offers. I
will continue to learn how I can enhance the interactivity of the prototypes I will be making in the future.
• I enjoyed redesigning existing systems and be able to critique and improve the original design. I am proud
that I am able to tell if a design pattern would work or not, and to reason and explain it well. This class surely
helped me be a better designer because of the principles I have learned.
• I want to contribute to technology and change the world with these design principles. I want to do great
things with great design in the future! J

